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Abstract—This research proposes to improve standard auction-
eer systems in Multi Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) with a novel
auctioneering strategy called ‘Manipulative Dynamic Auction
System’ (MDAS), which is inspired by the ‘Leaky Integrate and
Fire’ neuron model of the human brain. This model is developed
and simulated as an extension of MRTeAm, a ROS based software
framework built to test MRTA auctioneering strategies. The
performance of MDAS is compared against a simpler version of
Dynamic Auctioneering named ‘Simple Dynamic Auctioneering
System’, as well as a standard Stationary Auctioneering System
called the ‘Ordered Single Item Auction’, using a range of
experiments. It is observed that MDAS is faster and more efficient
than the Simple Dynamic Auctioneering System. Also, it is more
sophisticated in its allocation of tasks to robots, when compared
to Stationary Auctioneering Systems, due to its consideration
to the behavior of robots during the auction process. Potential
for future research lies in building a Hybrid Auctioneering
system using a combination of both Stationary and Dynamic
Auctioneering Strategies for task allocation.

Index Terms—Multi Robot Task Allocation, Auctioneer Sys-
tems, Multi Robot Systems, Fleet Management, Dynamic Auction

I. INTRODUCTION

Challenging application domains like space and underwater
exploration, search and rescue, and agricultural robotics can
benefit from Multi-Robot Systems, as they often deal with
tasks that are difficult to solve with a single robot, or too
critical to rely on a single robot. The complexities of task
allocation in Multi-Robot Systems has led to specialisation
of the area called Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) [1].
MRTA is usually an NP-hard Optimization problem that is
modelled in the form of a Fair Division, Optimal Allocation, or
Travelling salesman problem [2]. Each of the techniques used
for task allocation has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The complexity of MRTA increases with the number of robots
and tasks, heterogeneity in robot capabilities, coalition require-
ment for tasks, time constraints in tasks, and unpredictability
in the appearance of tasks.

The advancement of autonomous Multi- Robot systems
raised the problem of task allocation from that of simple
scheduling to optimisation, involving several different con-
straints like the capabilities of the robot, distance from task
area, and time efficiency in task completion. The research
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presented in this paper proposes a novel methodology for
MRTA using Manipulative Dynamic Auctioneering System.
This idea is inspired by the Leaky Integrate and Fire neuron
model based on the working of human brain [3]. The proposed
method is implemented in a simulated multi-robot environ-
ment, and its performance is analysed and inferred over a range
of experiments by varying core parameters of the system.

II. LEAKY NEURON MODEL INSPIRATION FOR TASK
ALLOCATION

A notable drawback observed with any competitive robot
model, including most of the conventional market-based meth-
ods and some of the optimisation methods, is the enormous
increase in computational load with the increase in the number
of robots. To understand this shortcoming better, imagine a
large fleet of robots competing for the same task. It is highly
probable that with increasing numbers of robot competitors,
there is an increase in close competition between some of
the robots. To address this problem while leveraging the
advantages of a decentralised optimisation approach, a novel
idea for MRTA is discussed below.

The logic behind a popular neuron model of the human
brain called ‘Leaky Integrate and Fire’ (LIF) can be adapted
for the MRTA problem. The LIF neuron model is based on
the assumption that the postsynaptic currents of the neurons
competing in the brain have to cross a set threshold in order
to fire [4]. After a competing set of neurons fire, it is theorised
that the winning neuron of that round, not only increases its
own current (self-excitation), but also sends a small inhibitory
current to the other neurons in competition to diminish their
value. This behavior is observed over a number of distinct
time intervals, and it is seen that at the end an ultimate winner
is selected after the postsynaptic current of all the remaining
neurons reach zero [5].

By modelling the inhibitory behavior, it is expected that the
computation complexity of task allocation will be reduced,
speeding up the process. A simple outline of this MRTA
problem would be to allocate the robots of varying capabilities
to a variety of tasks that require the service of one or more
robots. Taking agricultural robotics as an example, while tasks
such as tilling/ploughing might require just a single robot,
some other tasks like harvesting might require one robot for
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the harvest action, and an accompanying trailer robot on the
side for grain collection. This might even involve an additional
problem of synchronisation [6]. To evaluate the suitability
of the robots, a simple score/weight can be assigned for
every task based on the degree of requirements they satisfy.
Based on these weights, the robots compete to be allocated
with a task. These robots are modelled based on the neuron
behavior suggested in the ‘Leaky Integrate and Fire’ approach.
The relative performance of this model in terms of time and
computational complexity is expected to improve with the
increase in the number of robots and tasks, when compared
against other traditional models without an inhibitory action
in their auctioning or competing system.

III. MANIPULATIVE DYNAMIC AUCTIONEER SYSTEM

Manipulative Dynamic Auctioneer System (MDAS) builds
on the Simple Dynamic Auctioneer (SDA) System by strate-
gically altering the bid values of robots in each round of the
bidding. In Figure 1, it can be observed that after the bids are
collected from the robots, a positive increment is given to the
highest bid and the rest of the bid values are decremented.

Figure 1. System Diagram for Manipulative Dynamic Auctioneer System

If the altered highest bid is greater than the ‘Win Threshold’,
the winner is announced right away, else all of the altered bid
values are retained and are added to the bid of the respective
robots in the subsequent bidding rounds, and the process is
repeated. The auction for each task is carried out until one
of the bids surpass the ‘Win Threshold’ value or after the
bids have been collected for the specified ‘Time Threshold’.
In either case, the robot with the highest bid at the end of the
auction round is announced as the winner.

IV. RESULTS

The performance measure Bid Count is an indicator of
the time taken for assigning a task to a robot. Bid Count
denotes the number of auction rounds taken before assigning
a task. Figure 2 shows the graphs of Bid Count for the three
auctioneering strategies used in the experiments. It can be
inferred from the results of the experiments that Manipulative
Dynamic Auctioneering Strategy is an improvement on the
Stationary Auctioneering Strategies like Ordered Single-Item
(OSI), due to the consideration it gives to the heterogeneity of
the robots and its pattern of travel across the experiment site,

Figure 2. Bid Count comparison amongst diffrent auctioneering strategies

while not consuming as much time as taken by the Simple
Dynamic Auctioneering Strategy. From these observations,
one of the main objectives of this research, to showcase
the sophistication of Manipulative Dynamic Auctioneering
Strategy inspired by the LIF neuron model of the human brain
has been met.

V. CONCLUSION

While the decision-making process is very basic in Station-
ary Auctioneering Strategies like the OSI, one cannot overlook
the rapid speed at which task allocations are carried out in such
methods. The strength of MDAS is its potential to handle the
allocation of unexpected tasks that crop up while the robots in
the environment are already at work. A system that combines
both these strategies in such a way that pre-defined tasks are
handled by the Stationary Auctioneering System, and unex-
pected tasks via Manipulative Auctioneering System, should
perform well for autonomous Multi-Robot environments. This
idea could be an interesting research possibility in optimisation
of Auction Mechanisms for Multi-Robot Systems.
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